I was not aware of the mystery of the Deacy Amp and the Supersonic PR80 radio until I was on
Facebook and someone had posted a picture of the old Supersonic Radio Factory in Bulawayo in
what was then Rhodesia. I responded and posted that my late Dad, Nigel “Bob” Goodridge was the
Chief Design Engineer at Supersonic from 1961 until the late 1970’s and was responsible for the
design of a large number of portable radios, car radios and stereo hi-fis during that time.
Nigel Goodridge, better known to his friends as “Bob” Goodridge as he didn’t like the name Nigel was
a Radio Officer in the Royal Navy during the Second World War and became an Engineering
Apprentice with PYE Radio in the UK after he was de-mobbed from the Navy.
During the early 1960’s he was headhunted in London by Jacques Chassay who was the founder
together with his brother of Supersonic Radio in Bulawayo, Rhodesia in the 1950’s. My Dad took the
whole family from the UK to Rhodesia in 1961 and commenced his role as Chief Design Engineer at
the Supersonic Radio Laboratory in Bulawayo.
During this time he was responsible for the design and development of a large number of portable
radios, including the PR80 which were designed specifically for the local market in Rhodesia and
South Africa.
I can remember as a young boy and a teenager growing up in our home in Bulawayo always
surrounded by music, radios and hi-fi sets and how excited my Dad would be when he brought home
one of his designs for us all to test drive. He was a very modest man and went about his work with
immense enthusiasm and passion.
He left Supersonic when he and my Mum, Joan Goodridge decided to move to Johannesburg in
South Africa in the late 1970’s. He remained very involved with the radio industry and was a
Consultant to a number of Companies in Johannesburg.
Nigel “Bob” Goodridge passed away in April 1992 in Johannesburg after being diagnosed with a brain
tumour in November 1991. I only wish that he could have had some idea how his design of the PR 80
would have had such an impact on the music of Queen.
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